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Abstract
An optimization of the system cornercube mixer - Gaussian beam requires a cal-
culation of the power coupling coefficient. First. the cornercube field is determined
by the use of image theory. Then the field of a Gaussian beam is transformed into
the cornercube coordinate system. The transformation used here allows both: a tilt
of the mixer relative to the beam and also longitudinal and lateral shifts. Now the
evaluation of the coupling integral vi1l be perfolmed numerically.

The optimization of the beam parameters for the standard cornercube mixer (L
4). s 1.2A) and for a commercially available mixer (L s 0.93A) resulted
in maximum power coupling coefficients of 59 % and 77 % respectively. If the
antenna dimensions are also involved in the optimization process a coupling of 88
can be reached for an antenna configuration with L 0.92A and s 0.83A. Finally
the frequency response is shown and a modal analysis is performed for all three
mixer types. It can be concluded that the standard configuration used in many
quasi-optical systems all over the world is far away from the optimum.

1 Introduction

Schottky-diode mixers of the cornercube-type are still widely used in quasi-optical
submillimeterwave systems for radioastronomy [1], plasma diagnostics [2] and envi-
ronmental monitoring [3]. While waveguide Schottky mixers [5] and SIS mixers are
li mited to about 700 Gliz, Cornercube mixers are currently employed in radiometer
systems for frequencies up to 2.5 THz and higher [4]. However. waveguide mixers
provide a better coupling to Gaussian beams if equipped with suitable horn anten-
nas. The intention of this paper is to provide an insight in the coupling calculations
and the parameters which influence the coupling of a cornercube and a Gaussian
beam. Suggestions will be given how the performance of existing cornercube mixers
can easily be improved.

After the invention of the whisker antenna in 1970 by MATARRESE et.al . [6],
in 1977 KRAUTLE et.aL [7],[8] started to improve the coupling between the field
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of a Gaussian beam and the whisker antenna field by placing rooftop-reflectors
behind the antenna. The spacing between the antenna and the rooftop reflector
and the opening angle of the rooftop was experimentally optimized in order to get
a round main lobe which was believed to give the best coupling to a Gaussian
beam. The optimisation resulted in a 4A whisker antenna spaced 1.2A from a 900-
rooftop reflector. This design is still used as a "cookbook recipe" all around the
world and will be referred to as the "standard configuration" in this paper. In 1984
HERRMANN [9] calculated the coupling between a Gaussian beam and a Schottky
diode mixer in rooftop configuration for the first time. He found that the coupling is
about 50 %. However, the calculations only involved the amplitudes of the two fields.
In the analysis of KELLY et al [10] in 1985 the rooftop mixer was analyzed and
practical suggestions for the mixer design and fixture were given. GROSSMAN [11;
performed in 1989 an evaluation of the coupling integral for a 

900 
rooftopreflector.

He could show that the standard configuration is in no sense optimal and gave
recommendations for improved antenna dimensions in a 90°-rooftop reflector.

However, most of the open structure Schottky diode mixers are rather in a corner
cube than in a rooftop configuration, this means that an additional ground reflector
is employed which influence has been neglected in the former studies. Additionally
the radiation attenuation and shifts of the input coupling Gaussian beam along the
cartesian coordinate axes were not taken into account up to now. These factors -will
be included in our cornercube model we present in the following.

2 Field calculations

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a typical cornercube configuration. The whisker an-
tenna with length L stands vertically on the ground reflector and is spaced at a
distance s from the apex of the 90° rooftop reflector. On the bottom of the antenna
the diode chip is placed on a choke structure (for design optimization of the choke
structure see [12]). A Gaussian beam is focused onto the cornercube, the variable
beam parameters are the waist position in space, the waist radius and the direction
of propagation.

The calculation of the coupling between the incoming Gaussian beam and the an-
tenna structure will be performed in different steps: First, the electric fields of the
cornercube and the Gaussian beam are required. The antenna field will be deter-
mined according to the reciprocity principle [13: for the case of a load-independent
current wave with amplitude ]0 . The electrical field of the Gaussian beam will then
be transformed into the same spherical polar coordinate syst em as the cornercube.
Now, the coupling integral [14] can be evaluated numerically.

2.1 Cornercube mixer

Before the corner reflector is taken into account. the electrical field Ew of a free
standing single longwire whisker-antenna of length L is required. It can be shown
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Figure 1: Quasi-optical cornercube Schottky-diode mixer

that only the z-component exists [9]:

RI0L 
exp {—jk } jw

47rr
exp { (cos(t9) — 1) — aid} — 1

•
jkL (cos(d) — 1) — oti,

exp {jwt}

Eq.(1) is given in a mixed representation of cylindrical and spherical polar coordina-
tes. The dependence on spherical polar coordinates is useful because the evaluation
of the coupling integral will be performed over a spherical surface, while the scalar
product between the fields of the cornercube and the Gaussian beam is easier to per-
form with the z-component instead of a superposition of the r- and 19-components.
The /9-component of the whisker field alone is not sufficient for the coupling calcula-
tions because translational shifts of the Gaussian beam will also be allowed during
mixer optimization. From Eq.(1) one sees that the electric field is independent of
cp, it is therefore axially symmetric to the z-axis. In Fig. 2 the antenna pattern of a
4) longi,vire whisker-antenna is displayed.

This axially symmetric beam pattern can be shaped by introducing plane reflectors
around the antenna in order to give a main lobe and therefore to improve the
coupling to a Gausian beam. While in the beginning of the development of the
standard configuration only one rooftop-mirror was employed, nowadays most of
the open-structure mixers have an additional ground reflector for mechanical and
optical reasons. The influence of this ground reflector must not be neglected.

liv( r , /9 , (P) (1)
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Figure 2: Linear antenna pattern of a 4A whisker-longwire-antenna

With the theory of images the influence of the reflectors can be determined: the
whisker antenna and its images will be considered as an antenna group [15] and
the electric field can be calculated by a proper superposition of the single antenna
fields. However, the current wave will have a different sign depending on whether
the antenna is parallel or perpendicular to the reflector plane. In Fig. 3 the relevant
cases for a reflection of the whisker antenna on a plane reflector are displayed:
corresponding to the static case the current wave on the image antennas will be
of opposite sign. The case of the whisker being parallel to the reflector plane can
therefore be replaced by a real whisker antenna with positive sign of its current wave
and the image antenna with negative sign. Both waves are travelling in the same
direction (Fig. 3a) ). If the whisker is standing perpendicular on the reflector as
in the case of the ground reflector, the image current wave is of opposite sign and
travels into opposite direction (Fig. 3b) ). In the case of a rooftop reflector also a
second reflection of the two negative image antennas occurs which finally results in
a positive current wave on the resulting image antenna (Fig. 3c) ).

Fig. 4 shows the case of the cornercube mixer configuration. The influence of the
whisker and its seven images have to be superimposed with proper sign and phase.
Advantage can be taken out of Fig. 3 b): with Eq. (1) the influence of the four
image antennas below the ground reflector can be taken into account as follows,
where Ez cc represents the field of the cornercube and Ez RT the field of the rooftop
configuration, i.e. the four antennas above the ground reflector:

= RT( r...19 6:) + RT(r, —I) ) . cr% ) (2)

To determine the field E RT the fields of the real whisker antenna and its three
images will be superimposed. By using the far field approximation only the different
phases of the antennas in a distant point P will be considered. This can be done by
multiplying the field E, iv of the whisker antenna with the additional phase shifts
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b) c)

Figure 3: Reflection of the whisker-antenna at plane reflectors
a) whisker antenna parallel to the reflector plane
b) whisker antenna perpendicular to the reflector plane
c) Rooftop-reflector (from above)

Figure 4: Whisker antenna and its images in a cornercube mixer configuration
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(1)n of each single antenna in the distant point P. The amplitude differences in P
will be neglected because the distance from the antennas to P is much larger than
the distances of the antennas from each other.

4

Ez RT(r, 19,40) Ez
nw(r09,(p) r-Ls Ez w r, , (3)

2700
\  Whisker-antenna 

Figure 5: Phase differences of the four single antennas in a distant point P
with respect to the origin

Fig. 5 explains, where the phase differences of the four antenna fields in a distant
point P come from The origin of the coordinate system from Fig. 4 will be used
as reference point. Under consideration of the current signs corresponding to Fig. 3
one obtains for the four phases:

(1) 1 	exp {-4-jks sin(i9) cos((p)} (4)
(
1
)2 

= exp 1+ jkssin(d)cos((p 90)1 (5)
(
1
)3 

= exp jkssin(0)cos(cp — 1800 )) (6)

(1) 4 = exp jkssin(d)cos( — 270°) } (7)

With these four additional phase shifts the electrical field Ez RT (r, t9, Lp) of the
rooftop-configuration, i.e. the four upper antennas will now be determined according
to Eq. 3.

RT(r. ,) --=
4

w(r.0 cp) (8)
n=1

= 2E, w (r, , cp) {cos (ks sin(i9) cos((p)) — cos (ks sin(t9)sin((p))}
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Figure 6: Calculated antenna pattern for a cornercube mixer in standard con-
figuration (L = 4A; s = 1,2A)

With Eq.(2) and th,' = kc one finally gets the electric field of the rooftop mixer
configuration.

Ex ccfro9 =

12°I°c 
j • exp {—jkr} exp {j

27r
wt}

• {cos (ks shi(d) cos(p)) — cos (ks sin(V) sin(c,.Q)))
- exp {—jkL (cos()9 + — aL) — 1 exp fjkL (cos() — 1) — L} — 1-

(cos(t9) + 1) + alk j (cos(d) — 1) — alk

In Fig. 6 the calculated antenna pattern of a cornercube mixer in standard confi-
guration (L = 4); s = 1,2A) is shown. Note that a distorted representation of the
two angles 19 and is given instead of a depiction in polar coordinates.

2.2 Gaussian beam

The electrical field for a linearily polarized fundamental Gaussian beam mode will
be extracted from the literature (e.g. [16]). For the transversal field component
of a fundamental mode which travels along the ±z'-axis and which is polarized in
x'-direction one gets:

-Ikzi 
• e

jwtEoo x, = uoo e

(9)

(10)
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with

uoo( x ', Y I , 21 = In
7 W

• — • exp [
1 —

and

x t2 yt2 . k + yt2

w2
exp

2R
exp

(11)

k2w`01
(z' zo') (13)

4(z i 	zfj)

2(z' z)
= arctan

[)
	(14)

kw8

For the modal analysis performed later, also higher order beam modes are requi-
red. In this paper Hermite-Gaussian (HG) beam modes will be used, although the
generalized Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes are fully equivalent (the transformation
relations between HG and LG modes can be found in [17]). With Eq.(11) one gets
for the HG-Modes:

u rnn (x ,y z/) V
{ 1 

• Hm, 2—
2n+m' n!rn.

FI

sexp {jfrn, n)(p), uoo(x', y', z') (I 5)

2.3 Coordinate transformation

In Fig. 7 the location of the coordinate system (x,y,z) of the cornercube mixer
relative to the coordinate system (x" y', z') of the Gausian beam is shown. For the
determination of the coupling integral the (x', y', z') system has to be transformed
into the system (x, y, z) of the cornercube mixer. The origins of the (x, y, z)- and
the (x i , yi, /) systems are coincident, however they are tilted by the angles /9 G and

G which represent the incoming angle of the Gaussian beam. Finally, the position
of the beam waist is determined by the point Po(x o' , yo

i ,zo'). With these definitions
the transformation relations can be given:

cos(V G )cos( G ) —y cos(7) G )sin( G ) -1-z sin(19 G ) —x10

= —X sin( G ) +y COS( G) (16)

.7.7 / 	— X sin. OG) co s ( G) sin(19G) COS(0 G)

2.4 Evaluation of the coupling integral

The coupling integral Eq.(17) gives the amount of power coupled from one antenna
field (transmitter) into the other (receiver) [14]. In our case the electrical field Emn
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Figure 7: Location of the coordinate system (x, y, z) of the cornercube an-
tenna relative to the coordinate system (x', y', z°) of the Gausian
beam

of the Gaussian beam mode of order rn, n can be considered as the transmitter field
while the cornercube antenna field Ecc is the receiver field:

2

The integration will be evaluated over an octant —114 < ç < r/4 and 0 < t9 < /2
of a sphere with radius r i because the cornercube field disappears outside this area.
By numerical investigations it was found that the integration radius r, should be
chosen between 32A and 128A. If the value of r, is too big the paraxial approximation
is no longer valid. Too small values of r i cause the far field approximation to be
hurt. For the coupling calculations we finally chose r i 100A and 2500 integration
points.

3 Optimization of the beam coupling to Corner-
cube mixers

During the quasi-optical optimization of the cornercube mixer the beam parameters
and the antenna dimensions will be affected. The beam parameters are the waist
radius wo, the beam waist position in space and the direction of beam propaga-
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tion. The latter are described by the angles 19 G , (PG and the beam waist position
Po(x", y", z') as given in Fig. 7. This representation was chosen because it represents
the situation in practical mixer adjustment: in most cases the mixer itself instead of
the incoming Gaussian beam will be adjusted. First the mixer mount will be tilted
by the angles 19 G and c,./ G relative to the Gaussian beam in order to increase video
response or to decrease the noise temperature respectively. Then, the tilted mixer
will be translationally shifted in order to maximize the mixer performance, i.e. a fine
adjustment along the cartesia,n coordinate axes (x l , ,e) of the coordinate system
of the Gaussian beam will be performed.

From the range of possible mixer parameters only the antenna length L and the
spacing s between the antenna and the apex of the corner reflector will be involved
in the optimization process because only the whisker has to be changed for improving
the mixer while the mixer housing can be reused. Therefore the opening angle of
the apex will be kept constant at an angle of 90°. According to experimentally
obtained values [9] the radiation attenuation will be set to 200 With Eq. (11)
the power coupling factor K00 of the cornercube field and the fundamental Gaussian
beam mode can now be calculated.

The optimizations were performed on a standard PC in TURBO PASCAL. In our
program all the mixer and beam parameters can be changed. However due to long
computing times not more than two parameters have been varied at once in practical
operation After an opt i mum has been found, two other parameters have been
chosen. This procedure will be performed until the optimum is reached. A problem
is the presence of local maxima: an optimization towards those relative maxima can
be avoided by performing several optimizations with different starting values and
by repeating the optimization procedure several times.

First the radiation resistance Rs was determined for different antenna dimensions
L and s. Its value is important for the coupling, between the antenna and the
Schottky diode and strongly influences the performance of the mixer. With the
Poynting vector Sr the integration surface A around the antenna, the free space
wave resistance Z0 and the impressed current /0 , Rs is defined by

In Fig. 8 the radiation resistance is depicted depending on L and s. The significant
difference in comparison to the diagram of GROSSMAN [11] is caused by the influ-
ence of the radiation attenuation and the ground reflector and shows the importance
of considering them.

After these calculations the optimum beam parameters for two given mixer confi-
gurations were determined: for the standard configuration (1 4A: s 1,2A) and
for a commercially available cornercube mixer [181 (1 .---.--- 4A: s 0.93A). Starting
with these given antenna parameters the beam parameters were gradually changed
in order to maximize Koo. In a third case also the antenna dimensions were changed
during the optimization process. This procedure finally results in an optimum mixer
configuration. The results are given in Tab. 1
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/
Figure 8: Radiation resistance Rs depending on the relative whisker length

and the relative whisker spacing s/A

From Tab. 1 we can easily extract that the optical coupling efficiency of the standard
mixer configuration can be highly exceeded by the commercial and the optimum con-
figurations. The coupling of the whisker-antenna to the Schottky diodes however,
will decrease if a mismatch between the radiation resistance Rs and the diode impe-
dance RD occurs. To account for this effect, we define the overall coupling efficiency

Ktot.:
'tot. = KDA ° Koo

with the coupling efficiency due to diode-antenna mismatch {9] KD A °

KDA 1 —

The diode impedance RD is dependent on many parameters including LO power and
bias current. For most submillimeterwave mixers with Schottky diodes RD can be
estimated to lie between 1002 and 200Q [9]. For our calculations the more optimistic
value RD = 10011 was used. The resulting coupling efficiencies are given in the last
column of Tab. 1. The difference between the optimum and the commercial mixer
is only about 5 %. It can however be expected that beam distortion occurs due to
Ivo/ A < 1. We therefore recommend the use of the commercial configuration.

The differences between the different mixer configurations can even more clearly
be seen if we look at the frequency dependence of the quasi-optical power coupling
coefficient. In Fig. 9 the three mixer types are compared for the case of a design for
the center frequency f 600 GHz. The beam parameters have been optimized for
maximum optical coupling at the design frequency and have been kept constant over

2 7 83 4 5 6

RD — Rs 
2

RD + RS
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design

parameter

Mixer type

standard commercial optimum

antenna

parameters

.L/A 4.0 4.0 0.92

s/A 1.2 0.93 0.83
a[m-i] 200 200 200

beam

parameters

w /\ 1.66 1.46 1.01

1.9{1 24 26.5 44.5

(p[o] 0 0 0
,

, x'0/A -0.7 -0.6 -0.25

YO/ A 0 0 0

z.(1 /)¼ 2 1.6 4.12

optimization

results

Rsin 115 91 59

Quasi-optical Coup-

ling Efficiency Koo
77.2 % 88.0 %

Overall Coupling

Efficiency Etot. 592% 77.0 % 821%

Table 1: Optimization of the quasi-optical coupling to cornercube mixers

the varied frequency. This is typical for frequency independent quasioptical setups
where no adjustments during operation will be performed (e .g. {191). It can clearly
be seen that the standard configuration is not at all an optimum one it reaches its
maximum coupling at lower frequencies, where the relative antenna length L/A is
shorter. The performance of the commercially available mixer is again closer to the
optimum.

From Tab. 1 it can also be seen that it is worth not only to allow rotational but
also translational adjustment in mixer fixtures. The 3-dB adjustment tolerances lie
within some tenths of the wavelength and a few degrees respectively for all given
parameters. Therefore care should be taken when designing the mixer fixture.

At last a modal analysis of the three mixer types was performed by evaluating the
coupling integral Eq. 17 for the higher order modes instead of the fundamental
mode. The beam parameters have been extracted from Tab. 1. In the following
modal tables Tab. 2 to Tab. 4 power distribution on the first 100 GauB-Hermite
modes is given. In the caption the amount of power Ps„, contained in these first
100 modes is given relative to the total radiated power by the cornercube mixer
Pcc • One can see that a significant amount of beam power is contained outside the
Gaussian (paraxial) regime for the standard mixer while for the optimum mixer the
field can be better represented by Gaussian beams.
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K.

Figure 9: Frequency dependence of the quasi-optical coupling to cornercube
mixers for the case of optimum coupling
a) standard configuration (L = s = 1.2))
b) commercial configuration (L = 4A, s = 0.93A)
c) optimum configuration (L = 0.92A, s = 0.83))

m n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0.5952 0 0.0037 0 0.0014 0 0.0002 0 0.0001 0

0.0001 0

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
0.0001 0

3 0.0008 0 0.0001 0 0.0007 0 0.0004 0 0.0004 0

4 0.0005 0 0.0001 0 0.0003 0 0.0002 0 0.0003 0

5 0.0001 0 0.0006 0 0.0006 0 0.0008 0 0.0005 0

6 0.0003 0 0.0005 0 0.0005 0 0.0007 0 0.0006 0

7 0.0001 0 0.0006 0 0.0009 0 0.0007 0 0.0006 0

8 0 0 0.0005 0 0.0009 0 0.0008 0 0.0009 0

, 9 0 0 0.0006 0 0.0008 0 0.0007 0 0.0007 0

Table 2: Table of the power coupling coefficients for a cornercube mixer in
standard configuration (see Tab. 1)
Relative mode power Psum/Pcc = 63 %
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m n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0.7720 0 0.0107 0 0.0034 0 0.0005 0 0.0001 0

1 0.0005 0 0.0011 0 0.0006 0 0.0003 0 0.0001 0

2 0.0100 0 0.0007 0 0.0001 0 0.0001 0 0.0001 0

3 0.0090 0 0.0012 0 0.0003 0 0.0001 0 0 0

4 0.0079 0 0.0015 0 0.0003 0 0.0003 0 0.0001

5 0.0103 0 0.0013 0 0.0002 0 0.0001 0 0 0

6 0.0047 0 0.0012 0 0.0005 0 0.0002 0 0.0001

7 0.0053 0 0.0009 0 0.0003 0 0 0 0 0

8 0.0045 0 0.0008 0 0.0004 0 0.0001 0 0.0001 0

9 0.0031 0 0.0006 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3: Table of the power coupling coefficients for a cornercube mixer in
commercial configuration (see Tab. 1)
Relative mode power Psi,„,,IPcc 86 %

rn n 0

111111 0.0011

1111 0

4 0.0179

IIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
1 2 3 4 5

0 0.0074 0 0.0034 0

6 7

0.0008 0

8

0.0002

9

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0.0032 0 0.0006 0 0.0002 0 0.0001 0

0.0001 0

al

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0.0001 0

7

8 0.0019 0

0 0 0

0.0003 0 0.0002 0 0.0001 0 0.0001 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4: Table of the power coupling coefficients for a cornercube mixer in
optimum configuration (see Tab. 1)
Relative mode power Psurn/Pcc = 95 %
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4 Conclusions

The performance of the standard cornercube Schottky-diode mixer could be highly
improved by relatively simple changes in the antenna and beam parameters. In
an optimum configuration its optical coupling efficiency reaches the performance of
horn antennas. Especially for frequencies higher than 600 GHz it is expected that
the cornercube configuration performs better than wa,veguide Schottky-diode mixers
because no waveguide losses occur.
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